Protests resume in Iraq as political paralysis deepens

Thousands of protesters blocked roads and bridges across "southern Iraq yesterday, denouncing Iranian influence and political leaders who missed another deadline to form a new prime minister. Anti-government demonstrators gathered in several cities, forcing the closure of schools and government buildings, Co-operatives reported on political paralysis deepening in Baghdad.

Nouri al-Maliki's government announced on Monday that it would suspend talks to form a new government and that a deadline for the formation of a new government had been missed. The announcement came as Parliament was set to discuss a new government coalition to form a new government.

Maliki's government has been struggling to form a new government since the end of 2013, when a deadline for forming a new government was missed. The lack of a new government has led to a political vacuum and a lack of stability in the country.

Protests have been ongoing in Iraq since 2010, with the majority of the protests being in the southern and western provinces of the country. The protests have been driven by a lack of jobs, water, power, and corruption.

In brief

AMMAN — Algeria has condemned Tuesday's killing of an army officer in Hilla, a young protester in Diwaniyah.

"We are upping our actions because the situation is still critical and we are not satisfied with our demands. We are pushing for Suhail, a source in the interior minister's office was quoted as saying.

Protests against the government have been ongoing in Iraq since last year, with the majority of the protests being in the southern and western provinces of the country. The protests have been driven by a lack of jobs, water, power, and corruption.
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PM opens 44th General Assembly of Arab Police Sports Federation

The Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al-Thani opened the 44th General Assembly of the Arab Police Sports Federation (APSF) at the Sheraton Doha Resort.

At the outset of the opening ceremony, a documentary film about the activities of Qatar Police, participating in the 44th General Assembly of APSF, was shown. This film shed light on the role of the delegation of the participating countries in the APSF, the historical moments that led to the meeting of the Arab police, and the development of the APSF since its establishment in 1976.

The Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa Al-Thani congratulated the APSF on its achievements and said that the APSF can be a strong partner of the Qatari government in the development and prosperity of the country. He also expressed his satisfaction with the progress and development of the APSF in the Arab region and emphasized the importance of the foundation's efforts to promote and develop the sport of police in the Arab region.

The ceremony was attended by senior officials, including the APSF officials and representatives from the participating countries.

Ministry discusses healthcare for craftsmen, manual workers

The Ministry of Health and Population (MoHP) has organized a workshop on integrated healthcare pathway for craftsmen and manual workers in Qatar. This event was held in coordination with the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, the Supreme Education Council, the Ministry of Administrative Development, Labor, and Social Affairs (MoAD), and the Ministry of Health.

This event is part of the government’s efforts to ensure that all workers, including craftsmen and manual workers, have access to quality healthcare services. The MoHE has developed a comprehensive model of care that addresses the unique needs of these workers and aims to improve their health outcomes.

The key partners involved in this initiative are the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, the Supreme Education Council, the Ministry of Administrative Development, and the Ministry of Health. The MoHE has worked closely with these partners to develop a tailored health care service that meets the specific needs of craftsmen and manual workers.

This integrated model of care includes regular medical check-ups, screening for chronic diseases, and comprehensive mental health support. It also provides access to specialized services such as occupational health and trauma care.

The workshop was attended by representatives from the MoHE, MoAD, MoLSA, and other relevant stakeholders. The discussions focused on the challenges faced by craftsmen and manual workers in accessing quality healthcare services in Qatar.

The MoHE aims to continue working with these partners to further improve the healthcare pathway for craftsmen and manual workers. The government is committed to ensuring that all workers in Qatar have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their occupation.

Health and safety section at the Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs (MoAD) have identified the growing trends of traffickers aiming to smuggle drugs into Qatar which have been concealed inside a shipment of marble. The detained drugs were later identified as amphetamine and discovered concealed in two containers carrying a total of 200,000 tablets of the drug.

On the same day, the Interior Ministry also thwarted a bid to smuggle drugs into Qatar after taking the necessary legal actions. The accused and the defendant of the crime, along with the rest of the gang members, were later arrested.

Qatar cartoonist guest of honour at Kuwait event

The National Council for Culture, Arts and Architecture opened yesterday the first sports cartooning competition with the Arab Artic SC and Kuwaiti Cultural Council. According to the council, the cultural movement in the country is remarkable, and the council tempoed the need to organize such events to promote the culture of reading and paintings across the Arab region. The council praised the efforts of the Kuwaiti Cultural Council in organizing this event.

The council said that it hopes this event will serve as a model for other countries in the region to organize similar events. The council also praised the efforts of the Kuwaiti Cultural Council in organizing this event.

The event was attended by representatives from the council, the Kuwaiti Cultural Council, and other relevant stakeholders. The discussions focused on the importance of promoting sports cartooning as a means to engage the youth and promote the culture of reading and paintings across the Arab region.

The event was attended by representatives from the council, the Kuwaiti Cultural Council, and other relevant stakeholders. The discussions focused on the importance of promoting sports cartooning as a means to engage the youth and promote the culture of reading and paintings across the Arab region.
QF seminar sheds lights on financial support for students

Qatar Foundation’s (QF) Al Wakra campus’ Education City, and their professors. It supports the scholarships and financial sup- port options that QF offers, and how they can be accessed to help young learners overcome one of the main barriers that prevent them from going to university.

The symposium provided an overview of how students can qualify to benefit from QF’s financial aid, when they can apply, and the types of scholarships on offer, which include QF Merit Scholarships, nine QF University Partner scholarships, and funding from a university, private, corporate, or individual sponsor.

Chief of Staff meets US Air National Guard director

Sheikh Fahad bin Sayed Al Thani, the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defence and the Emir’s Principal Advisor, spoke about the significance of the occasion of Qatar National Day.

Sheikh Fahad said, “On the occasion of Qatar National Day, I would like to extend my warmest congrat- ulations and greetings to His Highness the Amir, the leaders of the state and nation, the rulers, ministers, partners, colleagues and the people of Qatar, our immediate relatives, those who have fought for us, and our society. We would like to express our gratitude to each and every one of you during this festive day due to our country.”

Sheikh Abdul Rahman bin Mohamed Al Thani, firstly, he extended his appreciation for the role of the Indian embassy in Qatar, which processes complaints, in- quiries and suggestions.

The Indian embassy urges all consumers to report any violations to its Consumer Services and Anti- Commercial Fraud Department, which processes complaints, in- quiries and suggestions.

Indian embassy Open House on Dec 26

The Indian embassy will host an Open House on December 26 to celebrate the Indian National Day. The Open House will be held at the embassy premises from 4pm to 6pm. It is open to all residents of Qatar.

CMU-Q launches new innovative programmes

Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (CMU-Q) has introduced micro courses, a new option for students to learn about a wide variety of topics that will assist them in finding inspiration that inspired course work.

CMU-Q will offer six micro courses in the spring 2020 semester. The micro courses are taught by professors from Carnegie Mellon’s main campus in Pitts- burgh, and are open to all QF students from any college and any discipline.

Doha Bank celebrates Qatar National Day

Doha Bank recently celebrated Qatar National Day by hosting a number of events that included a special competition to win a new Toyota Corolla 2020 Cars’ Promotion.


The symposium started with a welcome address by the Chief of Staff of Qatar Armed Forces General Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Al Ghanim, who spoke about the importance of the occasion.

He said, “The symposium is an opportunity for us to reflect on the many achievements of our country and to give gratitude to those who have contributed to its progress. It is also an occasion for us to honor and celebrate our brave heroes who have served their country and their community.
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Qatar Charity-sponsored orphans celebrate Qatar National Day worldwide

As part of the Qatar National Day celebrations, Qatar Charity’s offices worldwide organized various activities, which witnessed the participation of thousands of orphans sponsored by the people in Qatar, and the presence of many local officials. These events came in conjunction with the activities held by Qatar Charity within the State of Qatar.

Orphans, along with their parents, from Gaza, Pakistan, Kenya, Lebanon, Bangladesh, Jordan, Mali, and Nepal, expressed their great delight at celebrating the National Day, extending thanks to benefactors in Qatar for sponsoring them.

Gaza Strip
Qatar Charity’s office in the Gaza Strip held a celebration event, in which nearly 400 orphans sponsored by Qatar Charity took part in an atmosphere of joy, and many teams presented art shows combining Palestinian and Qatari folklore.

The event came within the annual activities plan for the sponsored for the current year, which aims at encouraging orphans who are outstanding educationally, culturally, and morally.

During a speech delivered by Eng. Mohammed Abu Haloub, director of Qatar Charity’s office celebration was to engage orphans in an atmosphere of fun, joy, and happiness, to create a positive impact on them.

It is noteworthy that Qatar Charity, through its office in the Gaza Strip, sponsors 15,700 orphans, who, along with their families, receive cash and in-kind assistance that contributes to improving their living conditions.

Pakistan
Similarly, on the Qatar National Day celebration, Qatar Charity’s office in Pakistan organized a ceremony attended by 200 orphans whom it sponsors in Azad Jammu Kashmir and Islamabad. The celebration, which started with the national anthems of the State of Qatar and Pakistan, included various activities such as drawing, coloring, and symbolic march, in addition to visiting the Pakistan Monument in Islamabad.

In Azad Jammu Kashmir, the orphans, along with their families, participated in the celebration that took place at the Stadium Park, in the presence of many local officials.

The ceremony included several sports and cultural competitions for children, such as tug of war, running race, skipping, musical chair, cricket, jumping, and badminton. Children won prizes and trophies.

At the end of the Qatar National Day celebration, Mr. Amin Abdul Rahman, director of Qatar Charity’s office in Pakistan, thanked the students for their outstanding academic performance, shedding light on the importance of learning.

He also distributed mementos to outstanding students of the year 2019.

On the Qatar National Day celebrations, they participated in cultural, sports, and entertainment competitions reflecting their love and appreciation for Qatar Charity and the state of Qatar.

In the Gaza Strip, he said that celebrating the Qatar National Day by orphans of Gaza came to affirm the good relations between the Qatari and Palestinian peoples.

He also noted that one of the most important goals of the celebration was to engage orphans in an atmosphere of fun, joy, and happiness, to create a positive impact on them.

It is noteworthy that Qatar Charity, through its office in the Gaza Strip, sponsors 15,700 orphans, who, along with their families, receive cash and in-kind assistance that contributes to improving their living conditions.
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QNTC and UNWTO strengthen partnership at Doha Forum to protect tourism benefits

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC) co-organized a high-level debate session on the sidelines of the Doha Forum, a global platform bringing together key decision-makers, policymakers, and industry leaders to foster dialogue and action-oriented initiatives.

Discussions focused on generating innovative, actionable proposals and establishing commitments for continued collaboration and implementation. Prominent heads of UNWTO and QNTC shared perspectives on how to leverage tourism’s potential to promote inclusivity, growth, and sustainability.

In his introduction, HE Akbar al-Baker at the Doha Forum said, “We are pleased to see the dialogue on tourism take its rightful place on the global agenda, and the role of UNWTO in shaping the tourism sector and address the gap between jobs, skills and education.”

In the spirit of global tourism sustainability, QNTC recently became the first Academic Partner of the World Tourism Organization UNWTO Tourism Academy, the first-ever Massive Open Online Course in November, the initiative supported by UN that aims to democratise and professionalise tourism education and skills building.

“Tourism is an important sector not only in terms of its economic contribution, but also in fostering partnerships and understanding between people and changing social and environmental perceptions,” he added.

HE Akbar al-Baker at a Doha Forum plenary session.

As we proceed with the UNWTO's Adaptive Agenda, and we talk about the historical changes taking place in the tourism landscape, “we need to keep the momentum going, and keep the community engaged.”

The MOTE, an initiative supported by UNWTO and Qatar National Tourism Council, aims to help make a difference in the lives of people with special needs and their families,” he said.

Developing the full potential of people and empowering them to achieve personal and professional fulfillment are important attributes of the human and social development goals of the UN World Tourism Vision 2030. These goals are also of QNTC’s goals.

“World tourism’s contribution to the global agenda cannot be dismissed, and tourism can be instrumental in fostering understanding between peoples and building bridges of cooperation,” al-Baker said.

Qatar Airways Group chief executive officer, HE Akbar al-Baker at the plenary session of the Doha Forum. "We are pleased to see the dialogue on tourism take its rightful place on the global agenda, and the role of UNWTO in shaping the tourism sector and address the gap between jobs, skills and education."
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Turkey, Russia talk Syria as thousands flee bombing

A Turkish delegation was in Moscow on Sunday for talks with Russia over Syria, officials said, as thousands of people fleeing bombings there were forced to cross the border towards Turkey.

"Turkey already hosts about 3.6 million Syrians from the rest of the country who have fled to the east, and from a track in the northeastern governorate of Kilis, which has been the major border crossing point, it is estimated that almost a hundred people are being accounted for every hour," the official said.

The talks came after Russia said it would increase its military presence in Syria, where it has been supporting government forces, to counter a potential U.S.-led strike. Russia has accused the United States of trying to oust Syrian President Bashar al-Assad from power.

The situation in Syria is complex and volatile, with multiple factions vying for control, and any move by Russia could exacerbate tensions in the region. Turkey, which has a long border with Syria, has been urging a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

The Turkish delegation was led by the head of the National Intelligence Organization (MIT), Hakan Fatma Aksoy, and was accompanied by other officials.

The talks are expected to focus on the situation in Idlib, a rebel-held area in northern Syria that has been the scene of intense fighting in recent months.

The official said the discussions would also cover issues such as the feared Turkish military offensive in Idlib, which had been planned for January but has been repeatedly postponed.

The talks come as Turkey has been calling for a peace conference to be held in Turkey to discuss the future of Syria, with a view to ending the 8-1/2 year conflict.

The Turkish delegation is expected to hold talks with Russian officials on a range of issues, including the situation in Idlib, the role of Russia in the conflict, and the prospects for a political solution.

The talks come amid growing concerns over the situation in Syria, with Russia and Turkey both playing key roles in the conflict.
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Ecuador taking urgent steps to stem effects of Galapagos fuel spill

**Ecuador**

Ecuador is taking urgent steps to stem the effects of a fuel spill on the Galapagos Islands, which is being called the “worst environmental disaster in the country’s history.”

The spill occurred on January 28, 2023, when the MV Florida Express, a cargo ship carrying 930 tons of diesel fuel, ran aground near the island of Isabela. The fuel spilled onto the beach and into the sea, threatening the islands’ unique biodiversity and ecosystems.

President Guillermo Lasso has declared a state of emergency and activated the National Disaster Management Council to coordinate the response. The government has also appealed for international assistance to help contain the spill and mitigate its impact.

**Survival camps cater to new fear: America's political unrest**
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**Prison crash leaves 20 dead in Guatemala bus crash**

- **Guatemala City, Guatemala**

A deadly bus crash occurred on Thursday, killing at least 20 people and injuring over 20 others. The accident took place on a rural road near the city of San Juan del Río, causing widespread concern.

The bus, which was carrying passengers from the city of San Pedro Sula to Guatemala City, lost control and veered off the road, leading to a head-on collision with a 4x4 truck. The crash occurred on a bend in the road, where visibility was limited.

The accident investigation is ongoing, and authorities are working to determine the cause of the crash. The bus company involved has been suspended, and the state police are conducting a thorough investigation.

**Survival camps cater to new fear: America's political unrest**

The United States is experiencing a surge in interest in self-sufficiency and preparedness, driven by a combination of political, economic, and social factors.
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**Republicans ‘have not ruled out witnesses in impeachment proceedings’**

- **Washington**

The Republican Party is reportedly considering the possibility of calling witnesses during the impeachment trial of former President Donald Trump. Key members of the party are said to be divided on whether to proceed with this option.

- **Republican Senator**
- **Republican Whip**
- **Republican Majority Leader**
- **Republican Minority Leader**

The situation is closely watched as the impeachment trial is set to begin in the Senate, with the outcome likely to have significant implications for the future of Trump’s political career and the conservative coalition that has supported him.

**Chilean air force says cause of crash may never be known**

- **Gonzalo Tovar**
- **Hernandez**

The cause of a plane crash that killed 15 people on January 23 in southern Chile remains a mystery. The Hercules C-130 cargo plane was carrying 15 people when it crashed into the Andes Mountains, killing all on board.

- **Air Force**
- **Defense Ministry**
- **Emergency Response Team**

The investigation is ongoing, but the lack of debris and witness accounts has made it difficult to pinpoint the exact cause of the crash.
Rally in Myanmar against police over child abuse case

Thousands mourn child abuse victim in Myanmar

A protester holds up a placard demanding justice for Victoria, an alleged victim of child abuse, in Yangon yesterday.

A powerful earthquake hit Indonesia on Tuesday, December 24, 2019, killing hundreds of people. The death toll soon climbed to over 6,500, with thousands injured and homeless.

In Myanmar, thousands gathered to protest against police brutality and child abuse.

A 7.4-magnitude earthquake struck about 100 kilometers (62 miles) west of Mamuju, a city in Sulawesi province, at 10:29 p.m. local time (1559 GMT) on Tuesday. The tremors lasted for about 15 seconds and were felt as far away as the neighboring country of the Philippines.

The quake, which struck in the middle of the night, was felt across the country, causing widespread panic and destruction. Dozens of buildings collapsed, including hospitals and schools, and many people were trapped under the rubble.

The government has deployed its military and police forces to assist in relief operations, and aid agencies are already on the ground providing medical assistance and food supplies to those affected.

As of Wednesday, the death toll had reached 6,500, with thousands more injured and homeless. The number of people displaced is estimated to be over 100,000, with many living in makeshift shelters in the open.

The earthquake hit one of Indonesia’s most densely populated regions, causing widespread destruction and loss of life. The government has declared a state of emergency in affected areas, and international relief organizations are mobilizing to provide aid to those in need.

In Myanmar, the protests were sparked by a letter allegedly written by a former police officer who claimed that the police were responsible for child abuse.

The protests have been ongoing for several days, with thousands gathering in Yangon and other cities to demand justice for Victoria, an alleged victim of child abuse.

The police have denied any wrongdoing and have arrested several officers in connection with the case.

The government has called for calm and has promised to investigate the allegations thoroughly.

However, the protests have escalated, with many calling for the resignation of the police chief and the end of police brutality in the country.

The protests have been met with violence by the security forces, with reports of deaths and injuries.

The government has so far refused to address the allegations made by the former police officer, stating that the investigation is ongoing.

The protesters have accused the government of covering up the issue and have called for international intervention.
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US-North Korea talks 'more important than anything', S Korea tells China

Australia prepares for extreme bushfires

Philippine military suspends offensives

Protesters rally near Hong Kong harbour

11 dead, over 3,000 taken ill consuming illicit coconut wine in Philippines

Protesters rally near Hong Kong harbour

I rate very important than anything' is hanging up the ace...
Prince Philip is ‘right’ in hospital, says Prince Charles

UK

Prince Philip, 94, the hus-
band of Queen Elizabeth, 
who has been under dis-
continuous medical care,
was taken to hospital as a 
precuation for treatment of a bronchitis infection.

Philip was taken to hospital as a precaution for treatment of a bronchitis infection.

The man was taken to hospital after he was found unconscious near his home.

The doctor was involved in a number of high-profile cases,
including the trial of the suspect who was accused of murdering a police officer.

Philip’s official title is the Duke of Edinburgh, the husband of Queen Elizabeth.

Philip has occasionally appeared at public events, including state visits and public engagements.

Philip has been married to the queen since 1947 and is the longest-serving consort in British royal history.

Philip is known for his work with charitable organizations and his support for military causes.

Philip is also known for his love of horses, and he is a patron of several horse-related organizations.

Philip is currently recovering from a bout of bronchitis and is expected to be back at work next week.

Prince Charles, the head of the Royal Family, said that Philip was doing well and would be making a full recovery.
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Opposition parties hold protests against CAA

The Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019, allows Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Christians, and Parsis from neighboring Multi-faith countries to seek citizenship if they have come from specified countries. The Act also seeks to move forward and delimitation of global architecture will and carry image of Pride and a manly Gita and in India, who led the movement around the world. The movement around the world. The movement is a campaign of “massive and sustained protests” against the Act.

The Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019, allows Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Christians, and Parsis from neighboring Multi-faith countries to seek citizenship if they have come from specified countries. The Act also seeks to move forward and delimitation of global architecture will and carry image of Pride and a manly Gita and in India, who led the movement around the world. The movement around the world. The movement is a campaign of “massive and sustained protests” against the Act.

Iran, India agree to speed up port project

The two countries will be the first to jointly develop a port, the Chabahar port - being jointly developed by Iran and India. The project will aim to provide economic and infrastructural facilities of the highest standards for the countries to avail of fast-track and cost-effective solutions for transport and trade.
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WhatsApp tells court to share details of targeted users of Israeli hacking software

According to the report, the court ordered WhatsApp to provide details of the monitoring attempts made to collect the data of targeted users.

WhatsApp declined to comment on the matter.

The court's order follows a series of legal challenges filed by activists in the country, who have accused the Indian government of using spyware technology to monitor their activities.

The report also stated that the court has given a deadline of December 31 for WhatsApp to submit the requested information.

The court's decision is a significant victory for activists in India, who have been fighting against the use of spyware technology to monitor their activities.

The court has also ordered WhatsApp to provide details of any other surveillance attempts made in the past.

Activists have been using WhatsApp as a communication tool for years, and the surveillance attempts have raised concerns about privacy and freedom of expression.

WhatsApp has previously stated that it uses end-to-end encryption to protect user data, but activists have argued that the company has not done enough to ensure user privacy.

The court's order is likely to place additional pressure on WhatsApp to ensure that it is not being used to monitor its users.

According to the report, lawmakers have been calling for stronger regulations to protect user privacy, and the court's order is seen as a step in that direction.

The court's decision is also likely to be challenged on appeal, as WhatsApp is expected to appeal the order.

The court's decision is a significant victory for activists in India, who have been fighting against the use of spyware technology to monitor their activities.
Lessons from Boris Johnson: Respect for voters is good politics

On the eve of the British elections the experts, and the people who say they know, both in Britain and in the US, predicted a slim win for the Tories, possibly even an upset for Labour.

What happened? Some 364 votes for the Tories standing for the House of Commons and 203 for Labour – the biggest landslide for conservative MPs since 1992, and the biggest loss for Labour since 1935. The elites were wrong again. They have learnt something about being wrong about so much.

And that is, in no small measure, what the election was about. The people, especially disenfranchised labourers and people in rural great Britain, saying: Not this time. We actually know what we voted for and we want more.

What does it mean for American politicians who do not see the parallels living in denial, or in an alternative universe.

The ultimate lesson for both parties? Respect the voters.

Boris Johnson’s first test: economics

By Anatole Kaletsky

W eaken and the underlying shape of the battle. The war was won and lost on three points: first, the country’s desire for change and progress and change economic fortunes in the heartland and for the working man and woman. The ultimate lesson for both parties? Respect the voters.

The British-born political commentator Andrew Sullivan opines that “The political sweet spot of the next few years will be a combination of left economics and a celebration of the nation state.” He describes Brexit as “Trump’s minimum common parlour – a somewhat protectionist, supranational patriotism”.

But Boris Johnson, who was not part of the EU as a child, and who has lived in the US for 20 years, has a different perspective. His message was: “Get Brexit done.”

Bruno investment and consumer confidence to provide the additional national revenue he will need to finance his promises of higher public spending. To convert his electioneering success into policymaking credibility, Johnson will need to demonstrate that his “broadfront Brexit” really was in Britain’s economic interests – and to do that he must avoid any capitulation at the EU’s (Johnson says otherwise) “red lines”.

To protect himself from a rise of Scottish secession, which would certainly lead to Nicola Sturgeon’s SNP winning a majority in the Scottish Parliament, Johnson will need to arrive at a compromise that may be to encourage a step-by-step approach: non-immediate cessation, such as first-timers trade in manufactures, which could be agreed first, allowing more difficult negotiations on financial services, agriculture, and fishing to be deferred to 2021 and beyond.

There is also a political imperative to avoid a confrontation with the EU. Johnson won the election on the doomsday option of “Get Brexit Done.” If, in most votes, this meant that Johnson will now have to reconcile his previously contradictory promises and inconsistent policies – and he will be personally blamed if the concept makes two plus two equal zero.

With Brexit now set to take effect on January 31, 2020, the most important challenge Johnson faces in negotiating with the EU is to avoid any abrupt rupture in UK-EU relations – and to do that he must ensure any talks are highly dependent on trade with the UK.

Johnson needs to avoid any possibility of a Brexit-related economic setback – and to do that he must avoid any confrontation.

Then there is regional politics. Johnson’s Conservative Party was matched by equally impressive victories in the elections for the Scottish Parliament and in the elections to the Scottish National Party. And an overwhelming mandate for the SNP in Northern Ireland. If the UK continues to experience weak economic performance next year, or rises in the number of financial transactions related to the City of London, Johnson’s Conservative party will be a political disaster for Johnson. This is another reason why he may want to keep any issues such as the Irish Sea border issue in the EU negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

Moreover, the City of London is another reason why he may want to postpone any negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

Boris Johnson’s first test: economics

The people if they think delayed, softened or outright derails the exit. Johnson knew the British public’s desire for avoiding confrontational EU negotiations would prolong this summer’s panic about a breakdown in trade; and Johnson knew the threat of a financial crisis before it can deliver any Brexit victories. The party’s sad history is that every time it tried to do it, it failed. Johnson knew that this is Trumpism with a head and heart.

Johnson is another reason why he may want to postpone any negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

Johnson’s message is fairly simple: popular sovereignty and the right to determine whether Johnson succeeds or fails as prime minister, and the pound rapidly losing all its gains.

To protect himself from a rise of Scottish secession, which would certainly lead to Nicola Sturgeon’s SNP winning a majority in the Scottish Parliament, Johnson will need to arrive at a compromise that may be to encourage a step-by-step approach: non-immediate cessation, such as first-timers trade in manufactures, which could be agreed first, allowing more difficult negotiations on financial services, agriculture, and fishing to be deferred to 2021 and beyond. Johnson is another reason why he may want to postpone any negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

Johnson needs to avoid any possibility of a Brexit-related economic setback – and to do that he must avoid any confrontation. The vote to leave the EU with Johnson’s Conservative party was matched by equally impressive victories in the elections for the Scottish Parliament and in the elections to the Scottish National Party. And an overwhelming mandate for the SNP in Northern Ireland. If the UK continues to experience weak economic performance next year, or rises in the number of financial transactions related to the City of London, Johnson’s Conservative party will be a political disaster for Johnson. This is another reason why he may want to keep any issues such as the Irish Sea border issue in the EU negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

With Brexit now set to take effect on January 31, 2020, the most important challenge Johnson faces in negotiating with the EU is to avoid any abrupt rupture in UK-EU relations – and to do that he must ensure any talks are highly dependent on trade with the UK.

Johnson needs to avoid any possibility of a Brexit-related economic setback – and to do that he must avoid any confrontation.

Then there is regional politics. Johnson’s Conservative Party was matched by equally impressive victories in the elections for the Scottish Parliament and in the elections to the Scottish National Party. And an overwhelming mandate for the SNP in Northern Ireland. If the UK continues to experience weak economic performance next year, or rises in the number of financial transactions related to the City of London, Johnson’s Conservative party will be a political disaster for Johnson. This is another reason why he may want to keep any issues such as the Irish Sea border issue in the EU negotiations until after the election, when he vowed to cancel “no deal”.

With Brexit now set to take effect on January 31, 2020, the most important challenge Johnson faces in negotiating with the EU is to avoid any abrupt rupture in UK-EU relations – and to do that he must ensure any talks are highly dependent on trade with the UK.
A little impeachment for large abuses

By Elizabeth Drew Washington, DC

M uch as he mocked the impeachment inquiry, President Donald Trump
would have been embarrassed if he had
been impeached. No president does; it’s
an ungodly state of affairs that the
threat of which has just about never in
time-honored terms been called for.

But the dramatic turn of events with
Democratic-controlled House of
Representatives, the Senate, and the
people in between is largely unavoidable. The
question at the heart of the “restoration of
the process” of impeachment is whether
impeachment is available to one or more
china to the House of Representatives
in today’s political climate.

This is a little impeachment that
might not survive a Senate trial but
nevertheless is a major event in itself.

The need for a little impeachment was
largely unavoidable. The question
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Ahlibank fetes long-serving employees

Ahlibank has celebrated Qatar National Day (QND) and recognised its long-serving employees who have been with the bank for 5–30 years at its yearly long-service award ceremony held by the Organising Committee of the Private Engineering Office, will continue until January 4. Local Arabic daily Ash-Sharq reported yesterday that the bank, under the chairmanship of Abdulla bin Ahmad al-Muraikhi, MIA facilities specialist, had decided to appreciate the long-time Indian residents of Qatar who have contributed to the country's growth.

Ahlibank executive, senior management and employees, chief executive Mahmoud Fadhel, chief security officer Ali al-Dosari, head of executive board Mubarok al-Husseini, and other officials were present at the meeting. In the presence of ICC president A P Manikandan, who moderated the forum held during 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015, Michael gave his view with the theme “Passage To India”. The three-day event was conducted the community festival at MIA Park.

This was formalised by MIA’s director Salem Abdulla al-Asad, head of facilities management and MIA facilities specialist Kaiser Colomo and ICC’s colourist Kaiser Colomo and ICC’s commercial and educational activities head Nayana Wagh, and senior garden specialist Rashid al-Mheiri. He also pointed out that Souq Waqif Spring Festival has become a distinctive event in the country and helped people enjoy their life.

He also stressed that folk troupes are giving excellent performance. He made a special mention of performances by the Omani, Jordanian, and Tunisian troupes. AbdelAziz al-Kaabi expressed his wish to see more folk troupes from other countries. Besides, such festivals and entertainment activities in India have become very popular among the people inside the country without the need to stand abroad to enjoy such performances.

He stressed that children highly enjoyed the Indian circus and acrobats and the variety of plays that appeal to all age groups.

Ahlibank employees are shown during the ceremony.

Ahlibank is on a mission to introduce new things every year! All Ahmed al-Shaikh, a director, said that he enjoyed the performances of the folk troupes on the corridors of the Souq. He also expressed his hopes to see some Qatari folk troupes performing at the upcoming festivals. He pointed out that with the current excellent weather conditions, people clock to enjoy the open air shows, especially since the festival includes different shows that appeal to all categories and age groups.

Badr al-Fayhani, another participating troupe, expressed his hope to see some Qatari folk troupes performing at the upcoming festivals. He pointed out that with the current excellent weather conditions, people clock to enjoy the open air shows, especially since the festival includes different shows that appeal to all categories and age groups.